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wou understand him.
. Alot of our “moral principle” is
mere self-conceit and vanity of opin-
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in the nose of this saint; should it,
drop out within the year she believes |

her desire will be fulfilled. On anoth- |
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small shrine decorated with orange!
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+ Game in season, and any kinds of good
meats you want. 
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The Mona Lisa of Leonardo da
Vinci represents “Madonna Lisa,” a
‘Neapolitan, wife of Zanobi del Gio
‘condo, from whose name the painting |
4s also known as La Gioconda. The |
subtle, baffling expression is of a kind |
‘that the artist particularly delighted
iin, and here brought nearest to perfec-
tion,. The painting was finished by

after the wedding ceremony, the
bridal blossoms were brought and
hung round the shrine.”—Tit Bits.

 

Mysterious Number 9.
Has it ever occurred to you that

strange feats may be performed with
figures? Multiply the figure 9, for in:
stance. Multiply it by 2 and you get

ple. Here the merchants gather to

discuss trade bills and other subjects.

Representatives of the banks ascer-

tain here the number of bills to be

taken up and secure the facts from

which they can determine the ex-

change rates for bills and for foreign

coins. The rates are practically de-

termined in the coffee shops.
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Nine is indeed a mysterious num:
ber. Take any row of figures you
fancy, say 8642, and if you reverse
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Multiplied by 3, 37 becomes 111, and ‘Francis Drake's name, the second side and 18c. Apricots at 16c, 20c The Preferred

Making the Best of Things. no matter what multiple of 3 you explains what a blessing the potato and 25c. Fancy peeled Peaches at
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i California Walnuts, at

Mr. Paterfamilias was having an the figures Ia ae. Tid To || 35c. Prunes at 10c, 12c, 15c and 25¢ and fresh roasted 3

|economical streak. Nae, Lae In the result will be| 45 tat the statue is the gift of a 18c. All fine quality. a bea CC1 ent
Mg Have i all alike. Twelve times 37 is 444, 37 ti Be tok oF Shae | : uts at 5c per quart.
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y this year?” he asked. of the eiectors, "A statue similar to [} SECHLER & COMPANY —
“No, dear,” answered Mrs. P, ‘this is placed in the town of Murs, ’

brightly cheerful. “Your flannels $1,700,060 Muskrats. and T have beez $id that there a'e
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‘muskrat is the most important fur

       

 

$5,000 death byaccident,
can wear them, and Billy's are now bearing animal of North America. In Arctic Crulse fhe both

small enough for the baby. All you One year alone (1810) 5,500,000 musk: Poloarasnc Noro LINE AXD LIMESTONE i onefoot
have to do fs to get some for yourself Fat skins were put upon the market, oy, Jiying in Buenos Ayres, whose lon Sherhand.
—1 have my fur neckplece.” realizing to the trappers a sum aD ooneributions largely assisted in the Ross of icher

Just think how you can save on the Proximately $1,700,000. A large per oquipment of the expedition which dis- 25 per total

bleh con of living by having bi COBAge ofthemuskrat catch a fu covered the south ole, Bas recently Increase Your Crops Cn
and well-graded family.—Exchange. B) the Swale} region of Ma furnished the money necessary to com- 10 per week, partial disability,

ryland, Delaware ew Jersey. In| nico" tve Amundsen expedition into Lime is the life of the soil. init Westen)
Dorchester county, Maryland, the
marshes are usually leased to the trap

PREMIUM $12 PER YEAR,

secret fitted SE NTRAL PENN ANIA LIME
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TieDi) iat countysome 350000 shiny45 10:
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with supplies for five yeas, gyhdgg
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seum of Fine Arts, Daniel C, Lavery y, says Harper's Weekly.
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yo 43 expected to accomplish the ob- Some Farmers have actually doubled their crops oy use of “H. 0.” lime

possession of the secret of the spring
is a mystery. His arrest followed an
attempt to dispose of some of the ar
ticles,
 

—It is justaseasy toruin calves by
over-feeding as it is by starving.  

 

Not only fur of the muskrat is used,
but the meat also, which finds a local |
consumption and is shipped to Balti
more, Wilmington and other cities, It
is surprising to learn that the finan
glal return exceeds that of the large
oyster industry of the same region.
The fur of the black muskrgt com-
mands the highkest price, and In Don
chester county some of the marshes
yield fully one-half of this variety.  the Bering sea as possible and then,

entering the ice, will drift across to

Greenland, and it is hoped to get near

er the north pole in the vessel than

did any of the previous expeditions.

No special effort -will be made to seek  
Drill it forquick results. If you are notgetting results use “H. 0.” lime

Manufacturers of Lime in Pennsylvania. GroundWe are the
imestone and Lime forall purposes.

Works at Bellefonte, Frankstown, Spring Meadows, Tyrone Forge and Union Furnace.

Write for literature on lime.

AMERICAN LIME & STONE COMPANY.
5831v Offices at TYRONE, PA.  
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